Trouble with Charlotte, The, Jo Bradley Jackson May 38
Treat Your Bible with Respect, Charles C. Ryrie Jan 8
Total Recall or Nothing at All, Kay Long Jan 94
Today's Children's Books, "God Words" with New Meanings, Tips From a Jewish Believer, Moishe and Ceil Rosen Dec 58
Thorns of Calvary, The, Craig Massey Apr 8
Third World Comes to the Rescue, The, Lorry Lutz Nov 11
They Don't Need a Baby Sitter, Barry St. Clair Apr 27
Theology of Suffering, A, Marchant A. King May 16
That Ongoing Battle with Sin, Joe Combs May 102
That Missing Word: Integrity, John C. Souter Oct 45
Tenth Beatitude, The, A. Burtonelle Feb 117
Tale of Two Dreamers, A, Jeanne Doering Zornes Nov 39
Tenth Beatitude, The, A. Burtonelle Feb 117
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Third World Comes to the Rescue, The, Lorry Lutz Nov 11
Thorns of Calvary, The, Craig Massey Apr 8
Tips From a Jewish Believer, Moishe and Ceil Rosen Dec 58
To the Jew, Too, Ann Staatz Dec 54
Today's Children's Books, "God Words" with New Meanings, Pamela Urfer J/A 82
Total Recall or Nothing at All, Kay Long Jan 94
Treat Your Bible with Respect, Charles C. Ryrie Jan 8
Trouble with Charlotte, The, Jo Bradley Jackson May 38
Truth About Joy and Suffering, The, Elwood McQuaid May 58
Unprepared for the Cost, Isobel Kuhn June 46
Visit the Elderly, Penny McCormick Feb 20
Warm-ups and Wallpaper, Pamela K. Broughton Nov 50
Waters Above, The, Joseph C. Dillow, condensed by Joyce Shelton June 104
We Named Our 'Baby Doe' Ric, Robert Baptista Apr 54
What In the World Is God Doing? Lisa Brandsberg Nov 14
What Makes the Bomb Tick? Barry Applewhite June 16
What Suffering Has Wrought in China, Anonymous May 12
What Working Mamas Miss, Jessica Reynolds Shaver Feb 48
When Brother Andrew Speaks, Will People Listen? as told to Sharon Donohue May 23
When Emotional Hurts Need An Expert's Help, Susan Harrington Nov 43
When Following Seems Unfair, Charles Swindoll Sep 147
When Parents Must Take A Stand, Janet Neidhardt Nov 27
When Silence Is Yellow, Ronald Carlson June 52
When the Church Mainstreams a Special Child, Dorothy W. Howell Feb 64
Who Gets Grandpa? Dorothy H. Pentecost J/A 38
Why Did David Die? Debbie MacAmber Mar 10
Why Go Back Home for Christmas? Ruth Senter Dec 20
Why Send Mary? Ronnie Collier Stevens Apr 16
World Will End!, The World Will End!, The, Bruce Dunn June 12
Worthy Is the Pastor, David Pollock Mar 34
Wrong Direction, Ronald Carlson Feb 69
Yaro, Sharon Rose James Feb 25

DEPARTMENTS

Christian Education

Can Children Receive Christ? Fred and Vickie Kraft Sep 143
Needed: Sunday Schools that Indoctrinate, Roy MacAtee Dec 47
Sharpen that Sword, Terry Hall, Part I Jan 14; Part II Mar 118
Small Churches Can Team Teach, Jerry Holcombe Jun 68

Digging Deeper

Marchant A. King: Sep 90, Oct 117, Nov 58, Dec 71
John Phillips: Jan 62, Feb 88, Mar 110, Apr 89, May 87, June 82, J/A 65

Exposition, Doctrine and Theology

Defining a Spiritual Christian, Warren Wiersbe Oct 30
Defining God's Sovereign Grace (Part I), Charles E. Ryrie J/A 89
Filled to the Brim with Christ, Stephen F. Olford J/A 108
Grace of Giving, The, Kent Hughes June 92
He's Not Just One of the Boys, Stephen A. Bly J/A 101
How to Interpret Bible Prophecy, John Phillips, Part I Nov 115; Part II Feb 41
Let's Not Take Satan Lightly, Mark I. Bubeck Jan 85
Marvelous Miracles of Jesus, The, John Phillips Sep 70
Mere Voting Is Not Enough, Elwood McQuaid Nov 84
Principles of Warfare Praying, Mark I. Bly J/A 116
What Motivates God? Dan DeHaan Feb 70
When My Brother Sins, Warren Wiersbe Feb 95
When the Material Becomes Spiritual, Warren Wiersbe Mar 125
You Live with a Mortician, Kelly Duncan as told to Sue Duff Sep 22

Eyewitness

China—I Came, I Saw, I Realized, Eric Fellman May 106
My Potomac, Kelly Duncan as told to Sue Duffy Sep 22

Fiction

Friend, The, Carol Viens May 108
Margo, Jerry Jenkins Sep 41

Finances

Larry Burkett: Sep 149, Oct 98, Nov 109, Dec 108

First Person

Answer for a Know-it-all, Robert Faid as told to Muriel Larson June 116
Astrology: It's Not a Good Sign, Lyn Cannon J/A 120
Eckankar Couldn't Fill the Emptiness, Kurt Nadeje as told to Donna Brown Nov 144
Even Nice Jewish Boys Need a Sacrifice, Michael Rydelnik Dec 124
Hitler Was My Godfather, Lilly Sinn as told to Marilyn Vaughan Sep 156
My New York, Donna Trinka Taylor Oct 136
Something Special, by Monica Gomez as told to Lin Johnson Jan 116
Tasteful of Littered Water, Leonard Crowley Feb 120
Three of a New Beginning, Fred Fremark as told to Luciel Van Atta May 120
Trapped No More, Brenda Watkinson Apr 124
Wrong Chemistry, Nancy Silver Cochran Mar 152

Missions

Home Is Where the Heart Is, Hans Finzel Mar 46
House for Antonio, A, Helen Wilcox Kelts Sep 115

MBI Impact

Doors Widen for Disabled Students, Wayne Kiser and Nancy Hastings Apr 104
He's Setting Men Free, Sharon Donohue J/A 100
Keswick: Inspiring Vacations Jan 93
Pastors Conference 1982, Eric Fellman Sep 75
Springs of Water for Jackson, Johnie S. Staten May 96
Static-Free Witness, Eric Fellman Mar 116
Way to God, The, Dwight L. Moody Feb 102
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Muffins
Gil Beers: Sep 136, Oct 106, Nov 88, Dec 86, Jan 90, Feb 84, Mar 122, Apr 86, May 82, June 86

The New Beginning
Todd Tennant Sep 68, Dec 90

News Feature
Crisis Pregnancy Centers: An Alternative to Abortion, Martin Mawyer Dec 117
Evangelism, Block by Block, Sharon Y. Fischer Mar 147
Interview with Guatemala’s President, An, William Conard Apr 117
Interview with Jerry Falwell, An, Martin Mawyer Nov 125
Pro-Life Movement: A House Divided, Martin Mawyer June 81
So What’s Wrong with Test-Tube Babies? Martin Mawyer Sep 128
Values Clarification Causes Uproar, Beth Vogt J/A 93
Veteran Missionary Absolved of Drug Charges Feb 111

Opinion
Biblical Perspectives on Military Preparedness, Francis A. Schaeffer Oct 7
Biblical Woman: We’ve Buried a Treasure, The, Stuart Briscoe Feb 5
Communism, Christianity and Complacency, Eric Fellman Apr 6
Home Business Shepherds are Misleading God’s People, Elizabeth Westra Sep 6
In God They Also Trust, Michael Harbin J/A 9
Questions for Robert Schuller, John MacArthur, Jr. May 6

Parenting
Growing with a Learning Disabled Teenager, Nancy O. Wilson Oct 95
They’re Young Enough to Know Better, Carol Bauman Nov 92
To Young Mothers with Young Children, Karen Burton Mains Dec 50
Try to Remember, Dandi Knorr Mar 130
When Johnny Won’t Read, Janet Hoover Thoma Apr 42

Pastor to Pastor
Failure in the Ministry, Erwin Lutzer Jan 83
Hassle-free Planning Is In the Technique, Harry Todd Nov 46
How Barrier-free Is Your Church? Paul E. Barkey Oct 109
How Do You Handle Criticisms? Erwin Lutzer Apr 83
Preacher and Politics, The, Erwin Lutzer June 101
Still Called to the Ministry, Erwin Lutzer Mar 133
Toward a Philosophy of Counseling, Erwin Lutzer Feb 81
We Keep Our Kids—on the Road, Steve Sharp with Lisa Brandsberg Sep 119
When the Clay Molds the Potter, Erwin Lutzer May 79
Who’s In Charge Here? Erwin Lutzer J/A 69

Science
Genetics: The Enemy of Evolution, Lane P. Lester Sep 134
Great Horned Owl, The, Bob Devine Dec 30
No Contest, Lane P. Lester Nov 121
Was Man First? Jerry Bergman Oct 125

Talking It Over—Dr. George Sweeting
Bound for Korea June 1
Caleb Secret, The Feb 1
Call for Peace in the Middle East, A Dec 1
Faith That Is Real, A Oct 1
Formula for Worry, A Sep 1
How I Began to Witness Mar 1
Marks of National Greatness, The J/A 1
New Testament Thanksgiving Nov 1
Unto the Third and Fourth Generations Apr 1
When a Person Forgets God May 1
You and Your Bible Jan 1
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